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Abstract—Surface acoustic wave (SAW) resonators on
lithium tantalate (LiTaO3 ) and lithium niobate (LiNbO3 )
are investigated. The amplitude of the acoustic ﬁelds in the
resonators are measured using a scanning laser interferometer. The amplitude proﬁles of the surface vibrations reveal
the presence of distinct acoustic beams radiated from the
transducer region of the SAW resonators and propagating
with low attenuation. We suggest that this radiation is generated by the charges accumulating at the tips of the ﬁnger
electrodes. The periodic system of sources, namely oscillating charges at the ﬁngertips, generates Rayleigh-wave
beams in the perpendicular and oblique directions. Green’s
function theory is used to calculate the coupling strength
and slowness of the Rayleigh waves on 42 Y-cut LiTaO3
and Y-cut LiNbO3 substrates as a function of the propagation direction. Furthermore, the propagation angles of the
Rayleigh-wave beams as a function of frequency are calculated. The computed angles are compared with the measured ones for both the LiTaO3 and LiNbO3 substrates.

I. Introduction
urface acoustic wave (SAW) devices operating at radio frequencies are widely used in modern mobile communication systems. In particular, resonators using leaky
SAW (LSAW) on lithium tantalate (LiTaO3 ) and lithium
niobate (LiNbO3 ) may be used to construct resonator ﬁlters, such as ladder-type ﬁlters. In the ladder SAW ﬁlters,
the performance of the resonators at frequencies close to
the resonance and the antiresonance determines the insertion loss of the device. Therefore, identifying diﬀerent
loss mechanisms and minimizing the losses within the resonator is important in order to improve the performance
of ladder-type SAW ﬁlters.
Loss mechanisms in SAW resonators may be divided
into two categories: electric and acoustic losses. The dominating electric loss mechanism is the resistance of the narrow ﬁnger electrodes in the interdigital transducer (IDT).
The acoustic losses include viscous losses in the substrate
and in the metal electrodes. Possible additional acoustic
loss mechanisms may be found by measuring acoustic ﬁelds
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within the SAW resonator as well as in the vicinity of the
resonator. Optical probing is a powerful tool for the task
as it provides direct physical information of the acoustic
ﬁelds within SAW resonators, not obtainable through measuring the electrical response. Furthermore, the vibrations
can be studied directly without perturbing the operation
of the SAW device.
Recently, acoustic loss mechanisms in synchronous oneport LSAW resonators have been under active study. It is
shown that the propagation loss of the LSAW on LiTaO3
may be controlled by varying the electrode thickness and
the crystal cut [1]. The inﬂuence of bulk-wave radiation
on IDT admittance on 42◦ YX-LiTaO3 has been studied
in [2]. Direct measurements of bulk acoustic wave (BAW)
radiation in LSAW resonators on LiTaO3 is reported in
[3], [4]. One critical loss mechanism in LSAW resonators
on rotated Y-cut LiTaO3 is the leakage of LSAW into busbar ﬁrst published in [5], [6]. This phenomenon was later
experimentally veriﬁed by Wakana et al. [7] and Shiba et
al. [8]. Diﬀerent acoustic loss mechanisms in LSAW resonators on LiTaO3 are thoroughly discussed in [9], including LSAW leakage into busbars, coupling to BAWs, and
Rayleigh-wave radiation. However, the Rayleigh-wave radiation is only brieﬂy discussed from the theoretical point
of view. Rayleigh-wave radiation by a thin-ﬁlm waveguide
in the case of Love-wave propagation is treated in [10], but
no experimental results are provided.
In this paper, we investigate the acoustic loss mechanism due to the Rayleigh-wave radiation from SAW resonators. The Rayleigh-wave beams are well visible in the
acoustic ﬁeld proﬁles measured using a laser interferometer
[11]. One of the beams is radiated in the direction perpendicular to the resonator (i.e., parallel to the transducer
ﬁngers). Others are directed obliquely and symmetrically
with respect to the ﬁrst beam. Using three-dimensional
(3-D) Green’s function theory, we compute the angular
dependence of the velocity and the strength of excitation for Rayleigh waves on 42◦ Y-cut LiTaO3 and Y-cut
LiNbO3 substrates. Furthermore, we calculate the angles
of Rayleigh-wave beams emitted from synchronous oneport SAW resonators on these two substrates as a function
of frequency. The measured emission angles are compared
with calculations.
II. Theory
The theoretical method used in this work is presented in
detail in [12]. In the formulation, Biryukov’s approach [10]
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has been adopted, but reformulated in terms of Green’s
functions [13]. The dyadic Green’s function method applied allows one to obtain the complete solution for the
electric and elastic ﬁelds on the surface and inside the
semi-inﬁnite piezoelectric crystal for an arbitrary direction of the surface normal and propagation direction on
the surface.
Three-dimensional dyadic Green’s functions for SAW
device analysis has been actively studied recently by many
researchers. A Green’s function analysis for SAW devices
and the existence theorems of SAWs on piezoelectric substrates has been published by Peach [14], [15]. Green’s
functions for SAW device analysis also has been studied
in [16], for multilayer SAW substrates in [17], and for a
laminar plate in [18]. Green’s functions theory also has
been formulated using compliance/stiﬀness matrix method
[19] and reﬂection matrix method [20]. The computation
of the harmonic spatial-domain Green’s function at the
surface of a piezoelectric half-space is published in [21] to
provide tools for 3-D ﬁnite element method/boundary element method (FEM/BEM) algorithms.
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here δij is the Kronecker delta symbol and g = [g1 g2 ] =
ω[sx sy ] is the surface wave vector. The indices i, j, k, and
l run from 1 to 3 and the indices α and β from 1 to 2. The
following deﬁnitions have been used above:
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where superscript T denotes the transpose of a matrix and
ui , φ, Tiz and Dz are the components of mechanical displacement, the electric potential, the components of the
elastic stress tensor on a plane perpendicular to the z axis,
and the z component of electric displacement, respectively.
Indices I and J run from 1 to 4. The matrices SIJ , KIJ ,
QIJ , containing the material parameters, have the following components:
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A. Eigenproblem Formulation
Consider a semi-inﬁnite homogenous piezoelectric
medium occupying the lower half space z < 0 such that the
surface normal is directed along the positive z-axis. The
ﬁeld variables are assumed to have eiω(t−sx x−sy y) e−iωsz z
dependence, where the components of the surface slowness,
sx and sy are taken as two independent parameters.
As shown in [14], [17], a wave propagation problem may
be expressed as an eigenvalue equation. We have formulated the eigenvalue problem with the unknown z-slowness,
sz , appearing as the eigenvalue:
⎛ ⎞

 ui
  T
⎜φ⎟
1 SIJ −QIJ
⎟
− sz ⎜
(1)
⎝Tiz ⎠ = 0,
iω KIJ SIJ
Dz

(2b)

(3)

= Bji ,

where Cijkl , eijk , and ij are the components of stiﬀness,
piezoelectric, and permittivity tensors, respectively.
In general, the numerical solution of (1) yields eight
diﬀerent eigenmodes; the modes with a real-valued eigenvalue are bulk-wave modes, and those with a complexvalued eigenvalue are surface-wave modes. The eigenval(n)
ues, sz (sx , sy ), n = 1, 2, . . . , 8, describe the z-dependence
of the ﬁeld variables, and the corresponding eigenvectors
yield the generalized displacements V(n) and generalized
forces T(n) on the surface of the semi-inﬁnite substrate.
From the eight modes, four physical modes in the half
space are selected, i.e., bulk modes that feature energy
ﬂow into the substrate and surface waves which decay into
the substrate. An arbitrary ﬁeld that is propagating in
the substrate with a speciﬁc surface slowness, [sx sy ], may
be expressed as a linear combination of the four physical
eigenmodes.
The dyadic Green’s function is constructed from the
physical solutions of the eigenproblem (1) [17]:
GD (sx , sy ) = V(sx , sy )TD (sx , sy )−1 ,

(4)

where:
V = V(1) V(2) V(3) V(4) ,
TD = T(1) T(2) T(3) T(4) ,

(5)

are 4 × 4 matrices with the four eigenvectors as columns.
With a change of variables of the generalized force from
(Tiz , Dz ) to (Tiz , σ), the ﬁelds in upper half space (z > 0,
assumed to be vacuum) can be included because the surface charge, σ, implicitly contains the responses of both
half spaces [15], [22]. The Green’s function, Gσ , relating
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Fig. 1. Scaled component G44 for 42◦ YX-LiTaO3 [Euler angles: (0◦ ,
−48◦ , 0◦ )]. The propagation direction of the wave is along the positive X axis of the crystal. Solid and dashed curves are the real and
imaginary parts, respectively.

Fig. 2. Scaled component G44 for YZ-LiNbO3 [Euler angles: (0◦ ,
−90◦ , −90◦ )]. The propagation direction of the wave is along the
positive Z axis of the crystal. Solid and dashed curves are the real
and imaginary parts, respectively.

the generalized displacement, (ui , φ), and the new generalized force, (Tiz , σ), can be decomposed into submatrices:
 σ

GuT (sx , sy ) Gσuσ (sx , sy )
Gσ (sx , sy ) =
,
(6)
GσφT (sx , sy ) Gσφσ (sx , sy )

Figs. 1 and 2 occuring for slowness values of approximately
1.8 · 10−4 s/m and 1.4 · 10−4 s/m, respectively, are due to
the threshold for excitation of the longitudinal bulk wave.
The electrical component of the Green’s function, ωG44 ,
can be calculated for diﬀerent propagation directions.
From the calculated curves, the poles (sR ) and zeros (sm )
of the ωG44 component corresponding to the Rayleigh
wave are sought as a function of propagation angle, which
yields the slowness curves for free and shorted surfaces,
respectively.
In the vicinity of the Rayleigh-wave pole at sR , it can be
assumed that the ωG44 component of the Green’s function
depends on slowness, s, and on propagation angle, θ, as
follows [22]:


1
1
ωG44 (s, θ) ≈ Γ(θ)
−
. (7)
s − sR (θ) s + sR (θ)

with the mechanical 3 × 3 part GσuT (sx , sy ), an electric
component Gσφσ (sx , sy ), and the 3 × 1 and 1 × 3 piezoelectric parts Gσuσ (sx , sy ) and GσφT (sx , sy ), respectively.
The solutions for SAWs on free and metalized surfaces, respectively, are obtained as the poles and zeroes of scaled
electric component Gσφσ (sx , sy )/ω, referred hereafter to as
G44 (sx , sy ).
B. Slowness and Excitation Strength of Rayleigh Waves
The numerically computed scaled electrical component
kG44 (k = ωs is the surface wavenumber) of the Green’s
function is presented as a function of the surface slowness, s, of the wave in Fig. 1 for 42◦ YX-LiTaO3 . Here, the
wave propagation is along the crystallographic X axis. The
curve shows poles for a piezoelectric Rayleigh wave and
for a LSAW, i.e., the substrate supports both the Rayleigh
wave and LSAW modes. Fig. 2 shows kG44 for YZ-LiNbO3
(wave propagation is along the crystallographic Z axis and
surface normal along the crystallographic Y axis). The
substrate supports only a piezoelectric Rayleigh wave. A
longitudinal leaky SAW (LLSAW) also can be excited on
shorted surface, but it features an intrinsic attenuation on
the order of 1 dB/wavelength [23]. However, the propagation loss of the LLSAW becomes much lower when a
periodic aluminum grating structure with a proper thickness is present on the substrate surface [24]. The highphase velocity of the LLSAW enables fabrication of 5 GHz
SAW ladder ﬁlters operating in the fundamental mode using optical lithography [25], [26]. The peaks on the left in

From (7), the excitation strength Γ may be estimated as:


1
d
1
≈ sR
.
(8)
Γ
ds ωsG44 s=sR
The excitation strength Γ is proportional to the coupling parameter ∆v/v [27]:
Γ≈

∆v
1
,
0 + Tp v

(9)

where 0 is the permittivity of the free space and Tp is de
1/2
ﬁned by 0 = 11 33 − 213
with permittivity elements
ij measured at constant stress. The coupling parameter
is deﬁned by:
∆v
v0 − vm
=
,
v
v0

(10)
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where v0 and vm are the wave velocities on free surface
and on metalized surface, respectively.

TABLE I
Geometrical Parameters for the Studied Resonators.1

C. Radiation Angle of Rayleigh Waves
The angle of the wave vector of the obliquely radiated nth order Rayleigh-wave beams can be approximated
on the basis of the synchronism condition between the
wavenumber of the grating and that of the Rayleigh waves.
The synchronism condition can be expressed in the form:
nqG =

nπ
= kx = ωsx ,
p

(11)

Parameter
Substrate
Pitch, p (µm)
Metalization ratio, m/p
Electrode thickness, h/2p (%)
Acoustic aperture, W (µm)
No. of electrodes Ng /Nt /Ng

Resonator
LSAW
LLSAW
42◦ YX-LiTaO3
1.034
0.65
9.9
24
20/211/20

YZ-LiNbO3
2.00
0.60
7.9
64
37/151/37

1N
g

and Nt are the numbers of the ﬁnger electrodes in the shortcircuited reﬂector grating and interdigital transducer, respectively.

where qG is the wavenumber of the grating, p is the pitch
of the transducer, ω is the angular frequency, and kx and
sx are the x components of the wave vector and slowness of
the Rayleigh wave, respectively. Here, the x axis is parallel
with the longitudinal direction of the resonator. From (11)
we obtain:
n
sx =
,
(12)
2pf
where frequency f = ω/2π. All the values on the righthand side of (12) are known. Consequently, from the computed slowness curves we can readily approximate the direction of the wave vector and the slowness vector for
the Rayleigh-wave beams. The power ﬂow angle of the
Rayleigh-wave beams can be computed as the angle between the outside normal of the slowness curve and the
longitudinal direction of the transducer.

III. Measurements
The measurements were carried out using the scanning
laser interferometer described in detail in [28]. The interferometer detects the component of mechanical vibrations
perpendicular to the surface (vertical component). In addition to the relative vibration amplitude, the mean intensity
of the beam reﬂected from the sample surface is recorded
at each scan point. The obtained light-intensity values are
used to create a microscope-like image of the scan area
(hereafter called light-reﬂection image).
Two cases are investigated: a LSAW resonator that is
part of a 1.9 GHz ladder ﬁlter on 42◦ YX-LiTaO3 and a
1.5 GHz LLSAW test resonator on YZ-LiNbO3 . The geometrical parameters of the resonators are summarized in
Table I.
Large area scans from the LSAW ladder ﬁlter were
scanned at 11 diﬀerent frequencies covering the frequency
range from 1740 MHz to 1960 MHz. The measured SAW
amplitude proﬁle in a part of the LSAW ladder ﬁlter at the
frequency of 1781 MHz is shown in Fig. 3. In the image,
four oblique beams of Rayleigh waves can be seen clearly,
leaving the resonator structure symmetrically with an angle α ≈ 30◦ with respect to the direction parallel to the
length of the resonator. Because the probe measures the
vertical component of the vibrations, the strength of the

Fig. 3. X-shaped Rayleigh SAW radiation pattern emitted from a
series impedance element of a LSAW ladder ﬁlter on 42◦ YX-LiTaO3 .
The resonator is aligned along the crystallographic X axis (vertical
direction in the ﬁgure). Note that the sensitivity of the interferometer
is diﬀerent on crystal, on metal, and on grating. Note also the weak
Rayleigh-wave beam propagating in the direction perpendicular to
the parallel resonator.
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Fig. 4. Selected laser-interferometric scans of the LLSAW resonator on YZ-LiNbO3 (the resonator is aligned along the crystallographic Z
axis). (a) Light-reﬂection image, i.e., light reﬂectivity of the surface, and relative amplitudes of the vertical vibration component at the
frequency (b) 1610 MHz, (c) 1714 MHz, and (d) 1770 MHz. Note that the sensitivity of the interferometer is diﬀerent on crystal, on metal,
and on grating.

Rayleigh wave, for which the vertical component is large,
appears pronounced in comparison with the LSAW, for
which the dominant displacement component is shear horizontal [29].
It is proposed that the observed beams are generated by
the transverse electric ﬁelds in the end gaps between the
busbars and the electrodes due to oscillating charges accumulated on the electrode ﬁngertips of the IDT. This periodic line of point sources oscillating in phase generates the
beams both in the direction perpendicular to the IDT and
the ﬁrst order beams in the oblique directions. The generation of Rayleigh-wave beams through scattering of LSAW
at the ﬁngertips or through synchronous coupling of LSAW
and Rayleigh waves is unlikely because the Rayleigh-wave
radiation from the parallel resonator in Fig. 3 is weak despite the large LSAW amplitude compared to the series
resonator. The LSAW amplitude in the parallel resonator
is high because the frequency is close to the resonant frequency of the parallel resonator. Practically all the input
voltage is applied over the series resonator as the magnitude of the impedance of the parallel resonator is lower
than that of the series resonator at this frequency. Due to
the higher voltage, the Rayleigh-wave beams emitted from
the series resonator are stronger than the ones emitted
from the parallel resonator.
For the second sample, the complete chip containing
the LLSAW test resonator was scanned at two diﬀerent
frequency ranges. The ﬁrst set of 48 scanned frequencies
covers the frequency range from 790 MHz to 884 MHz,
and the second set of 53 scanned frequencies covers the
frequency range from 1490 MHz to 1870 MHz. The interesting feature in this sample is that the YZ-LiNbO3
substrate supports two wavemodes. Therefore, in addition
to the LLSAW, Rayleigh waves also are excited within the
same resonator structure designed for LLSAW operation,
but at diﬀerent frequencies. The resonance frequencies of
these two wavemodes are diﬀerent from each other due to

the diﬀerent wave velocities: 3300 m/s for the Rayleigh
wave and 6100 m/s for the LLSAW. For the LLSAW, the
resonance frequency is 1540 MHz, and for Rayleigh waves
it is 822.9 MHz. For more details, see [30].
The amplitudes of the vertical component of the mechanical vibrations at three selected frequencies are shown
in Figs. 4(b), (c), and (d). In the light reﬂection image in
Fig. 4(a), the metalized areas are seen in white and the
crystal area in dark gray. The IDT and the reﬂectors are
in the middle of the image. The two black objects in the
left and right are the bond wires used to connect the RF
voltage to the resonator. At the frequency of 1610 MHz in
Fig. 4(b), four oblique beams of Rayleigh waves are clearly
seen, emitted from the edges of the resonator to the angle
of 64◦ with respect to the direction of the wave propagation in the resonator (longitudinal direction). At higher
frequencies in Figs. 4(c) and (d), four more oblique beams
appear. These beams are the second order Rayleigh-wave
beams. For example, at 1770 MHz the beams are radiated
to the angles of 18◦ and 67◦ . The additional beams at the
angle of approximately 0◦ with respect to the longitudinal
direction in Fig. 4(c) are due to a part of the second order
Rayleigh-wave beams being waveguided by the reﬂector
busbars.
IV. Results
The slowness of the Rayleigh SAW computed as a function of propagation angle θ for the 42◦ Y-cut LiTaO3 [Euler angles: (0◦ , −48◦ , θ)] and for the Y-cut LiNbO3 [Euler
angles: (0◦ , −90◦ , θ)] are presented in Figs. 5 and 6, respectively. Both cases show nearly isotropic behavior with
only a relatively weak dependence on the propagation direction.
The excitation strength of the Rayleigh waves as a function of the propagation angle, calculated from (8), are
shown in Figs. 7 and 8 for the 42◦ Y-cut LiTaO3 and Y-cut
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Fig. 5. Rayleigh SAW slowness (in 10−3 s/m) for 42◦ Y-cut LiTaO3
as a function of the propagation direction θ on the shorted substrate
surface. sx is the x component of the surface slowness, and it is
parallel with the crystallographic X axis.

Fig. 6. Rayleigh SAW slowness (in 10−3 s/m) for Y-cut LiNbO3 as
a function of the propagation direction θ on the shorted substrate
surface. sx is the x component of the surface slowness, and it is
parallel with the crystallographic Z axis.

LiNbO3 , respectively. The dependence on the propagation
direction of the wave is strong for both substrates. The calculated values for slowness and excitation strength agree
well with those published earlier [27], [31].
The angle of the wave vector for the oblique Rayleighwave beams can be calculated from (12). With the pitch
p = 1.035 µm and the frequency f = 1781 MHz, we obtain
sx = 2.71 · 10−4 s/m for the LSAW resonator on 42◦ YXLiTaO3 substrate. From the slowness curve in Fig. 5, we
can determine the wave vector of the Rayleigh wave. Computing the energy ﬂow angle, we can estimate the angle α
of the Rayleigh-wave beams, emitted from the LSAW resonator (see Fig. 3), to be close to 31◦ .
The interferometric measurements were carried out at
several frequencies to investigate the behavior of the angle of Rayleigh-wave beams. The measured and calculated
radiation angles as functions of frequency are displayed in
Figs. 9 and 10. While determining the experimental radiation angle at each speciﬁc frequency, information from
all the beams radiated symmetrically were used. It can
be seen that the numerical calculations yield angles that
agree well with the experimental observations.

V. Conclusions
The amplitude proﬁles of the surface vibrations in the
vicinity of a synchronous, one-port LSAW resonator on
42◦ YX-LiTaO3 and in the vicinity of a synchronous, oneport longitudinal LSAW resonator on YZ-LiNbO3 are
studied using a scanning laser interferometer. The ampli-

Fig. 7. Rayleigh SAW coupling strength, Γ, on the free surface of
42◦ Y-cut LiTaO3 (in 106 m/F) as a function of the propagation
direction θ.
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Fig. 10. Experimental and theoretical angles of radiation versus frequency for Rayleigh SAW emanating from LLSAW resonator on YZLiNbO3 . The solid line is the computed direction of the energy ﬂow
(group velocity) and dashed line is the computed direction of the
wave vector (phase velocity), both for shorted surface.

predicted. The computed angles are found to agree well
with those determined from the laser-probe measurements.
Using the computed coupling strength for Rayleigh
waves, one can estimate the amplitude of the generated
waves propagating outside the resonator. However, accurate estimates would require knowledge of the electrostatic
charge distribution near the ﬁngertips.
Usually the leakage of acoustic waves deteriorates the
ﬁlter performance through increasing losses by carrying
energy away from the resonator and also through acoustic crosstalk between the resonators. However, in the case
of Rayleigh-wave radiation studied in this work, the eﬀect
probably is too small to cause signiﬁcant losses that would
deteriorate the response of the resonator. The results reveal the Rayleigh-wave radiation mechanism and provide
veriﬁcation through comparison between theory and experiments.
Fig. 9. Experimental and theoretical angles of radiation versus frequency for Rayleigh SAW emanating from LSAW resonator on
42◦ YX-LiTaO3 .

tude proﬁles reveal Rayleigh-wave beams escaping from
the resonators, both in the direction perpendicular to the
resonator and at oblique angles. The generation of the
Rayleigh beams is attributed to the transverse electric ﬁeld
in the gap between the end of the electrode and the busbar,
generated by the oscillating charge at the end of the electrode. A 3-D Green’s-function theory is used to compute
the slowness and the coupling strength of the Rayleigh
SAW as a function of the propagation angle on the free
surface. Based on the computed slowness curve, the angles
of the Rayleigh-wave beams as a function of frequency are
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